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Abstract: This paper aims to critically review the current body of literature relating to the calculation
methods of construction material stock. To this end, this study adopts a systematic literature review
technique in order to identify the relevant studies. The findings revealed that the bottom-up and
top-down methodologies were commonly employed by the reviewed studies. Based on the findings,
it is recommended that the bottom-up approach should be utilized when dealing with small-scale
areas or where more accurate results are required. The top-down method should be used wherein the
research area is large, and the results could be estimated based upon assumptions and statistical data.
Similarly, the demand-driven methodology should be used to find the material stock accumulation
due to socio-economic factors. The study also found that the material stock results can be used
as data for other research, such as waste management and embodied energy. Further, this paper
proposes a conceptual framework to ease the process of calculating construction material stocks in
different projects. The outcomes of this research shall be beneficial for future studies that explore the
literature connected to the construction material stock and recommend methods and techniques that
should be used to quantify the material stock.

Keywords: construction material 1; material stock; bottom-up methodology; top-down methodology;
demand driven methodology

1. Introduction

The increasing trend of global energy consumption has caused several serious envi-
ronmental issues including climate change, global warming, and the depletion of natural
resources [1]. In this regard, the construction industry plays a significant role in consuming
more than 40% of the global energy and emitting nearly 40% of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
worldwide [1]. The construction industry also contributes to environmental deterioration
by generating a considerable amount of waste. Construction materials are one of the largest
flows incoming into urban contexts after water [1], causing many environmental issues dur-
ing the entire processes of mining, manufacturing, transportation, and end of life [2]. The
expel of these materials, mostly non-renewable materials into the urban areas, has increased
sharply since the mid-20th century due to the sprawl of cities. Considering the impending
increase in the world’s population, the construction industry is expected to contribute even
more to exacerbating the environment due to booming demands for services.

Materials are extracted from the earth to fulfill the demands driven by economic
growth. While the proportion of these materials is consumed immediately, such as fossil
fuel, others remain in use for a much longer period. Examples of the latter are metallic
and non-metallic materials. The process of flowing materials into and out of an economy
is called material stock [3]. Over the recent decades, urban areas have witnessed inflows
and outflows of construction materials due to the surge of developing infrastructures and
buildings as well as for demolitions and refurbishments that drain away materials from
the urban context. The estimation of construction material flows can help to foster the
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concept of environmental sustainability within an urban context since it allows the reuse of
construction materials as a source of raw materials for new constructions [4]. The approach
for the calculation of construction material stock can be expressed using Equation (1). Do-
mestic extraction refers to when the construction material is sourced within the study area
and correction factors refer to the adjustments made due to statistical and calculation errors.
The process of calculating the values required for each input involves certain complexities
such as the availability of data, employment of adequate techniques, and assumptions [5,6].
Hence, there has been an increase in research articles developed to streamline the pro-
cess of calculating construction material stock using different methodologies [7–9]. In
a recent study, Augiseau and Barles [2] performed comprehensive research, analyzing
31 publication materials pertaining to construction material flows and stock. The findings
showed that the material stock is an ongoing process and non-metallic resources would
be insufficient to meet the future demand. Despite the promising results, Augiseau and
Barles [2] failed to expound on the details of the methodological approaches adopted by
the analyzed studies. The development of a detailed understanding of the methods being
employed from existing studies can potentially pave the way toward the enhancement of
sustainability in the built environment by providing a clear knowledge about the current
methods for estimation of construction material stock, as well as their applicability.

Construction material stock = [(inflows + domestic extraction)− outflows]∗
number of correction factors

(1)

Notwithstanding the increasing number of research, the methodologies have been
applied differently. No research has been done to provide an in-depth analysis of the
different methods and how material stock could be used as data to research further. The
current body of literature attributing to the calculation methods of construction material
stock is deemed to be fairly fragmented. Correspondingly, this paper aims to provide
a state-of-art review of the methodological approaches utilized by the current body of
literature to calculate construction material stock. The outcome of this paper is beneficial
for the body of knowledge as it combines fragmented knowledge. Also, the paper is
beneficial for the researchers as it would help to select an appropriate method for the
research. The remainder of this paper unfolds as follows: Section 2 provides details on
the research methodology, Section 3 offer descriptive and content analyses of the selected
articles for examination. Section 4 discusses the findings of the review and puts forward a
conceptual framework to facilitate calculation of the material stocks in construction, prior
to the conclusion given in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

The overall methodological approach of this research is illustrated in Figure 1. This
paper adopts a systemic research approach to identify publication materials related to
the methods applied to calculate material stock in the construction industry. A compre-
hensive searching exercise was carried out through Web of Science and Google Scholar
upon determining the research aim and objectives. Using several databases ensures that
the weakness of one database is compensated by the strength of the other, ensuring that
the searching exercise is conducted comprehensively [10]. The use of these databases
allows researchers to obtain access to a host of international articles, enabling them to
systematically search through the platforms by applying different filters [11]. The initial
search was performed using the keywords “material stock” in conjunction with the “con-
struction”, “Buildings”, “Roads”, “Infrastructure”, “non-metallic minerals”, “stock and
flow accounting methodology”, “dynamic stocks and flows modeling”, “material flow
analysis”, “resource efficiency”, “built environment”, “construction industry”, and “mass
flow” by applying the AND combination for each set. The searched materials were limited
to only “articles” and “review paper”, while the time span was set between 2000 and 2019.
As a result, 47 articles that met the initial searching criteria were identified.
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Figure 1. Research approach.

Upon building up the initial inventory, the retrieved materials were screened by scru-
tinizing their respected titles, abstracts, and conclusions in order to weed out those falling
out of the research scope. In this regard, publications that were written in any language
other than English were excluded, as well as the articles that were deemed to be non-peer-
reviewed. The consideration of these criteria led to reducing the number of collected publi-
cations to 38 articles. Subsequently, the identified materials were qualitatively analyzed,
and the archived results were reported.

In the next step, critical data was extracted from the articles with the help of the review
form. The review form had the information about the article title, journal, published year,
methodology, research approach, data sources, findings, and limitations. It ensured that
differences in the articles studied could be analyzed. The data analyzed was presented
through descriptive and content analysis. The descriptive analysis aims to illustrate the
article’s published date, the journal in which they were published, and the country of the
research area. Subsequently, the content analysis provides an overview of the methodology
used, the scale of the research area, and the type of project selected for material stock
analysis. Afterward, the content analysis further explains in detail the articles reviewed by
explaining the articles reviewed.
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3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Analysis

This section aims to provide a descriptive analysis of the identified articles. To this
end, the studies are analyzed with respect to the number of articles published per year, the
publishing journals, and the country that was subject to the research. Figure 2 illustrates
the number of articles published each year. As shown, the number of articles began to rise
after 2014, and it continued until 2017. This indicates the increasing attention being paid
to this topic in the built environment, which can be attributed to the increasing demand
for developing innovative ways to measure the material stock. After 2017 the number of
articles started to decrease.
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Figure 3 represents the number of papers published in different journals. Most of the
articles are published in journals with the scope related to construction waste management,
namely “Journal of Industrial Ecology” and “Resource, Conservation, and Recycling”,
“Journal of Cleaner Production” and “Building Research & Information”. It can also be
seen that the majority of journals are in the first quartile (i.e., Q1), indicating the high
publishability of the topic.
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Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the countries subjected to research. As indicated,
the majority of the studies are carried out in the European Union (EU) countries (i.e., 11). It
is also shown that Japanese and Chinese researchers are the second and third in publishing
articles related to the calculation of material sock in the construction industry, respectively.
Researchers from other countries have also published 8 articles collectively in this area
between 2000 and 2021.
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3.2. Content Analysis

Content analysis has been extensively used in qualitative research. There are three
types of qualitative content analysis, namely conventional (to describe the phenomena),
directed (when the research is incomplete or would benefit from further research), and
summative (Identifying or quantifying certain words in the text) content analysis [12].
This research is a directed content analysis as it studies the fragmented knowledge of the
construction material stock, which would benefit from further research. This research
follows the process mentioned by Elo and Kyngas [13]. It follows both inductive (when the
existing knowledge is fragmented) and the deductive (when the structure of the paper is
based upon previous research) approach.

This section aims to provide an in-depth analysis of the identified studies with regard
to the methods employed to calculate the material stock, the material stock dynamics
involved, and related research from the material stock. Table 1 provides an overview of the
analyzed studies.
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Table 1. Summary of the analyzed studies.

No Author Method
Applied Scale Type of Project Summary

1 Guo et al. [14] Bottom-Up City Roads

An integrated model was developed that
estimated the material stock of all roads
(expressways, major and minor roads),
intersection structure and ancillary
structure. The author used GIS to avoid
double count and to estimate better.

2 Wang et al. [15] Bottom-Up City Building
Combining the data of material flow and
stock analysis with the GIS to show the
spatiotemporal features of the buildings.

3 Surahman et al. [8] Bottom-Up City Buildings

The researchers estimated the material
stock using the on the ground estimation
of the buildings than estimating the CO2
and embodied energy emission using the
scenarios of recycling/reuse rates

4 Miatto et al. [16] Bottom-Up Country Roads
The study quantified the road material
stock in the United States using the
historical data of material flow.

5 Stephan and
Athanassiadis [17] Bottom-Up City Buildings

The study used the bottom-up approach
to quantify the material stock of each
building in Melbourne. Then it
quantified its embodied energy.

6 Tanikawa et al. [18] Top-Down Region Building and roads
The author found the material stock lost
in both the buildings and road due to
the earthquake.

7 Arora et al. [19] Bottom-Up City Buildings

The study estimated the material stock of
building in Singapore at the component
level. In contrast, previous research
focused on the material level.

8 Guoa et al. [20] Bottom-Up City Buildings
The study used the existing GIS data to
estimate the material stock of an Eastern
Chinese City.

9 Chen et al. [21] Top-Down Region Buildings

The study found the floor area, material
intensity, material flow, and demolition
curve of the material stock. The study
showed the results on a 4D GIS map.

10 Gontia et al. [22] Top-Down City Buildings, roads,
and pipes

In this research, the study used an
innovative technique to find the material
stock. The author found the material
stock at the neighborhood level and then
clustered them based upon similar
characteristics.

11 Hong et al. [23] Bottom-Up Country Buildings

The model was developed to estimate the
future building stock dynamics from
2010 to 2050. Typical material intensities
and energy intensities were applied to
the model to estimate the future material
stock and energy required to produce it.

12 Huang et al. [24] Bottom-Up Region Building

The research calculated the material stock
of 10 different materials in 6 different
regions of China. Then probed the
driving factors for the changes from 1978
to 2013.

13 Mastrucci et al. [25] Bottom-Up City Buildings

The research developed a framework to
characterize building material stock and
its associated environmental impacts and
then model the spatiotemporal data on
the GIS.

14 Ortlepp et al. [26] Bottom-Up Country Buildings

The study estimated the uncertainties in
the calculation of material stock. They
could be due to variability in models,
spatial variability, and future
estimation variability.
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Table 1. Cont.

No Author Method
Applied Scale Type of Project Summary

15 Heeren and
Hellweg [27] Bottom-Up Country Building

The study used the 3D model and GIS
software to calculate the material stock of
residential buildings. Then by using the
probabilistic modeling approach using
different scenarios, the future material
stock was estimated.

16 Tao Zhang et al. [28] Bottom-Up Country Building, roads,
and railways

The research estimated China’s material
stock dynamics to examine the spatial
and temporal changes between 1997 and
2016. Then the research combined the
population and economic factors using
the IPAT model and panel data
regression model to find the driving
factors of increasing material stock.

17 Miatto et al. [29] Bottom-Up City Buildings
The study analyzed if the lifespan
assumption made during the building
stock calculations was accurate.

18 Stephan and
Athanassiadisb [30] Bottom-up City Building

The research estimated the future
replacement flows to maintain urban
buildings stock. The research first
estimated the current material stock and
then, by using industry trends, it
estimated the replacement quantity of
non-structural members.

19 Miatto et al. [9] Top-Down City Building
The research employed a spatially
explicit analysis using historical pictures
and maps to calculate the material stock.

20 Han and Xiang [31] Top-Down Country Building and roads Used the material stock to show the
regional disparity in China.

21 Nguyen et al. [32] Bottom-Up Country Roads

The result of the material stock of
Vietnam road was estimated by
combining the amount of material used
for road construction using local and
federal government sources.

22 Kleemann et al. [33] Top-Down City Buildings

The study combined the GIS data from
different government sources and
estimated material intensities for
different types of building constructed.

23 Yoshida et al. [34] Demand-
Driven Region Building and roads

The study innovatively found the input
for the material metabolism by
developing an automatic system of
detecting the material extraction.

24 Ortlepp et al. [35] Top-Down Country Building
The study quantified the material stock
for the non-domestic buildings
in Germany.

25 Guo et al. [36] Bottom-Up Region Roads
The study calculated the material
metabolism of the roads by dividing the
roads into different categories.

26 Tanikawa et al. [7] Top-Down Country Buildings and
roads

The study used historical data to estimate
Japan’s and the United States’ material
stock between different periods,
analyzed the material stock efficiency,
and predicted the future scenarios. The
study then predicted the saturation
period of both countries.

27 Tanikawa [37] Bottom-Up City Buildings and
roads

The study calculated the material stock of
buildings, roads, and infrastructure over
time using the 4D GIS.

28 Carlos Mesta et al. [38] Top-Down City Buildings
The study used the 4D GIS to find the
material stock of the buildings and to
spatially distributing it over the city.

29 Han et al. [39] Top-Down City Roads
The study estimated the material stock of
the infrastructure using the 4D GIS and
then explained its material flow.
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Table 1. Cont.

No Author Method
Applied Scale Type of Project Summary

30 Bergsdal et al. [40] Top-Down Country Buildings
The study estimated the presence of PCB
plastics in residential and non-residential
buildings between 1950 and 1980.

31 Condeixa et al. [41] Top-Down City Building
The study estimated the material stock
and predicted the future construction
waste. The study used material intensity.

32 Schebek et al. [42] Top-Down City Buildings

The study estimated the material stock of
the non-residential buildings in a city by
categorizing the buildings into different
types based upon the use and
age constructed.

33 Wiedenhofer et al.
[43] Top-Down Continent Buildings, roads,

and railways

The research estimated the material stock
and recycling potential of the
non-metallic materials in residential
buildings, roads, and railways between
2004 and 2009.

34 Fishman [44] Demand-
Driven Country Buildings and

roads

The study estimated the future material
stock dynamics using the existing
material stock data.

35 Vasquez et al. [45] Demand-
Driven Country Buildings

The study analyzed the dynamic type of
approach for material stock to find the
policies’ results.

36 Wang et al. [46] Bottom-Up Country Sewage pipes

The study researched the efficiency of the
sewage pipes in China using the material
stock method and found the sources of
inefficiencies.

37 Fishman at al. [47] Demand-
Driven Country Buildings and

roads

The study found the socio-economic
reasons for material stock growth in
Japan using the last five decades’
material stock data.

38 Fishman et al. [48] Demand-
Driven Country Building and roads

Using the existing research to estimate
and compare the US and Japan
material stock

3.2.1. An Overview of the Analysed Studies

This review identifies three calculation methods utilized by the studies reviewed for
estimation of construction material stock, namely bottom-up, top-down, and demand-
driven. Figure 5 shows the type of methods used to estimate the material stock. As shown,
the bottom-up methodology has been used more in the studies reviewed compared to
top-down and demand-driven methods.
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Figure 6 shows the scale of the study area researched by the articles. The city level is
the smallest study area, while the regional level is a part of the country. The figure shows
that most of the studies considered performing material stock calculations at the city and
country levels. The investigation of material stocks at regional and continental levels has
been done less frequently, highlighting the potential topics for future research.
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From the review, it is found that the aforementioned methods are employed to evaluate
the material stock in two types of projects, namely buildings and infrastructure projects
(Figure 7). The building includes both residential and non-residential buildings, similarly,
the infrastructure includes roads, pipes, and railway infrastructure. As illustrated, these
methods are commonly used for the estimation of material stock in buildings rather than
infrastructure projects. It is also revealed that the reviewed studies estimated material
stocks associated with both metallic and non-metallic materials. Metallic materials refer
to inorganic substances that are morphed via combining metallic elements such as iron,
titanium, aluminum, and gold. Steel, aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, copper alloys,
titanium alloys, and carbon steel are examples of metallic materials. Contrarily, non-
metallic materials are organic substances that are structurally brittle such as concrete, glass,
wood etc. The differences in estimating metallic and non-metallic materials are attributed
to gathering data, the study area’s size, the assumption made, and the procedures adopted
in applying these methods [2]. Regarding infrastructure projects, five articles assessed
materials stocks of road projects only. Eleven studies used a much comprehensive approach
investigating the materials stock for both building and infrastructure projects. The use of
such a holistic approach may potentially increase the accuracy of the estimation of material
stocks; however, it can be highly data intensive. The findings of this study also noted a
lack of study in calculating material stock of other types of infrastructure projects, e.g.,
boundary walls.

3.2.2. Material Stock Calculation Methods

The review shows that three methods, namely bottom-up, top-down, and demand-
driven methods, were commonly applied by the studies analyzed in order to calculate
material stock. The following sections further elaborate on each identified method.
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Bottom-Up Methodology

The bottom-up methodology is used where extensive details of the project are avail-
able [7]. This method has been primarily used where the region is small and greater
accuracy is required [7]. The bottom-up method has been used differently in different
studies. The summary of different techniques used to find the material stock using the
bottom-up methodology is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Methodology for bottom-up calculation.

Author Aim of the Study Research Approach Tools Applied

Stephan and
Athanassiadis [17]

Spatially quantify the material
stock and their embodied
environmental requirements of
the City of Melbourne.

Finding the building attributes using
the census data of the government
and material intensity by the expert
opinion.

GIS

Surahman et al. [8]

To find current material stock
and future waste in unplanned
housing of Jakarta and Bandung.
Also, to calculate embodied
energy and CO2 emission.

Physically measuring the volume of
different materials used on the site. On-site Measurement

Ortlepp et al. [26]
To estimate the material stock
and flows of residential
buildings in Germany.

By categorizing the residential
buildings into different types based
upon the type and year constructed.
Afterward, combining them with the
average material intensity of the
building type.

None

Arora et al. [19]

To find the material stock and
flows of the buildings in
Singapore at the component
level.

By finding the volume of construction
and the material ratio using the
historical building data and designs.

Inflow- Outflow model

Tanikawa et al. [37]

To estimate the spatial
distribution, demolition curve
and analyze material
recyclability of Salford and
Wakayama’s construction
material.

Using the maps, photographs, and
GIS data to calculate the total volume
of material stock. At the same time,
the material intensity was estimated
from the GIS drawings.

4D GIS
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Table 2. Cont.

Author Aim of the Study Research Approach Tools Applied

Stephan and
Athanassiadis [30]

To propose a framework to
quantify and specialize the
future material replacement
stock for the city of Melbourne
from 2018 till 2030.

By finding the building attributes such
as height, area and age using census
data of the government. Similarly, the
material intensity from the literature
was used.

GIS

Hong et al. [23] To find the future material stock
of China by 2050.

Using the literature and government
sources to find both the building
attributes and material intensity.

Turnover Model

Wang et al. [15]
To estimate the construction
material stock and flow of
the village.

By finding the building attributes from
the GIS data, google earth and field
survey to find the material stock
volume. Likewise, using the field visits
to measure material intensity.

GIS

Guoa et al. [20]

To quantify and spatially
allocate the material stock
currently in 14 developing
China metropole.

By estimating material stock and
material intensity using the existing
GIS data.

GIS

Mastrucci et al. [25]

To develop an approach for the
characterization of the material
stock and the LCA of end-of-life
scenarios of buildings at the
urban scale.

Finding the material stock intensity and
volume by combining the GIS data
with both the digital surface and
terrain model.

GIS

Heeren and Hellweg [27]
Calculating the future material
stock of Switzerland
residential building.

Combining GIS data with the 3D model
of the building to find the total
material stock.

GIS

Tao Zhang et al. [28]

To find the total material stock
and find its spatial and temporal
distribution in China between
1997 and 2016. Also, analyze its
relationship with economic and
population factors.

By using the material stock data
gathered from government sources, the
study compiled the total material stock.

None

Huang et al. [24]

To conduct a material stock
accounting between 1978 and
2013 in 6 Chinese cities and find
the reasons for the changes.

Using the existing material stock data
gathered through the government
sources and the literature of the
subregions. Afterward, combining the
gathered data.

None

Nguyen et al. [32]
To estimate the material stock of
Vietnam roads between 2003
and 2013.

Combing the data of roads gathered
from the government and the
contractors to calculate the material
stock volume. The study used historical
design for material intensity.

By static accounting
approach

Wang et al. [46]

To estimate the municipal water
and sewage waste management
system’s efficiency between
1980 and 2050.

Making a sewage model from the data
gathered through government sources
to find the material stock volume and
combining it with the average material
intensity estimated through
the literature.

None

Guo et al. [14] To estimate the material stock of
roads in Beijing.

By making an integrated model of all
roads, infrastructure and allied facilities
using GIS to estimate the total volume
gathered through government sources.
The average material intensity for the
particular road type was used.

GIS

Guo et al. [36] To estimate the material stock
and flows of the highway.

Using government sources to gather
the data to estimate the material
volume and flows using the sensitivity
model. Similarly, the material intensity
was estimated through the literature.

None

Miatto et al. [16]
To estimate long-term material
stock and flows of roads in the
United States.

By combing the data of material
volume and flows gathered through
different sources. The material intensity
was estimated through the road code.

None
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This review realized that more studies employed the bottom-up method to estimate
construction material stock. For example, Stephan and Athanassiadis [17] aimed to spatially
quantify the material stock and their embodied environmental requirements of the City
of Melbourne. The study modeled each building on expert opinion based on land use,
height, and age to find its bill of quantities. The embodied energy, water, and greenhouse
gas emissions were calculated using a comprehensive hybrid analysis technique. The
results showed that rebuilding Melbourne would require 904 kt of material per km2,
10 PJ/km2, 17.7 million m3 of embodied water/km2, and would emit 605 ktCO2e/km2. In
another study, Surahman et al. [8] evaluated the current building material stock and future
demolition waste for buildings in Jakarta and Bandung, focusing primarily on unplanned
houses. The paper further aimed to find the embodied energy and CO2 emission. The
study used the actual on-site measurement of 297 houses in Jakarta and 247 houses in
Bandung to estimate the material inventory and used the input-output analysis method to
find CO2 emission. The result showed a material intensity of 2.67 ton/m2 in Jakarta and
2.54 ton/m2 in Bandung. Based upon the reuse and reduce rates, the waste material was
found between 2.1–123.9 million tonnes, embodied energy between 192.1–247.8 Peta Joule,
and CO2 emissions from 19.2–24.3 million tons. The approach of measuring on-site was a
difficult task, as only some buildings could be investigated. However, since the design of
the slums is similar, so the approach of sampling would have less sample errors. The actual
measurement approach is the most accurate one because there could be discrepancies in
the design and actual construction.

In another study, Ortlepp et al. [26] estimated the material stock and flows for domestic
buildings in Germany. The study categorized residential buildings into different categories
based upon the type of construction and the year constructed. Thereafter, the total material
stocks were estimated using the material intensity of each building type. It was shown
that there were 8.5 million tons of inflow and 3.0 million tons of outflow between 1991 and
2010. Contrarily, Arora et al. [19] attempted to calculate the material stock and flows of
buildings using the bottom-up approach at the component level, not the material level in
Singapore. The calculation of the components and material ratio in a building was done
based on the historical data and designs. Results showed that the city had 125.7 million
tons of non-metallic minerals, 6.52 million tons of steel, 6.45 million windows, 8.61 million
doors, 1.97 million toilet accessories, 15.33 million lighting fixtures, 0.99 million kitchen
accessories, and 52.54 million m2 of tiles. The per capita material stock was 27.4 tons of
non-metallic minerals and 1.4 tons of steel. The average inflow had been 1.94 million tons
of concrete and 0.1 million tons of steel, while outflow was 0.31 million tons of concrete and
0.02 million tons of steel. The material stock’s component level could be used to estimate
the waste reuse as it would be more accurate than the material level.

GIS had been extensively utilized in estimating the construction material stock. For
instance, Tanikawa and Hashimoto [37] endeavored to estimate the spatial distribution
of construction materials in two regions, namely an approximately 8 km2 urban area of
Salford in Manchester, UK, and an 11 km2 of Wakayama City center, Japan. They attempted
to assess the demolition curve of buildings based on characteristics of an area and clarify
material accumulation from the viewpoint of recyclability. To this end, they applied four-
dimensional Geographical Information Systems (4d-GIS) data at an urban scale. The results
showed that the buildings’ lifespans for the two selected regions were less than the average
national. In addition, it was found that 47% of total construction material was stocked in
underground infrastructure in the Wakayama City center. The existing data of the region
has also been used to make a model on GIS. For example, Stephan and Athanassiadis [30]
proposed a framework to quantify and spatialize the future material replacement stock for
the City of Melbourne from 2018 to 2030. By using the dynamic, stock-driven approach
on the area, height, and age of each building in Melbourne gathered through the City of
Melbourne database. The model of each building was made on GIS, and then the total
material stock was estimated using the average material intensity. The results indicated that
the plasterboard, carpet, timber, and ceramic have the highest replacement values. Overall
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replacing the nonstructural elements may lead to a significant flow of 26 kiloton/annum,
36 kg per capita annum, or 721 ton/km2. The future material stock requirement was also
analyzed by Hong et al. [23]. The study aimed to find the growth, retirement, and retrofit
of China’s residential and commercial building space between 2010 and 2050 using the
scenario analysis approach. The results showed that China’s building space would increase
from 47.7 billion m2 in 2012 to 90.7 billion m2 by 2050, with 805 of the population living in
urban areas.

In addition, the existing GIS file of the research area containing attributed data of
the buildings could be used. The existing GIS file could be developed by different parties
such as the local government or third-party organizations. GIS use requires collating
data related to the buildings’ characteristics such as the building height, building design,
building floor area, and building construction date. For instance, Wang et al. [15] aimed
to find the material stock and flow of the Longwu village to find its spatial and temporal
features. The study estimated the village’s material stock using the historical GIS data,
Google Earth, and field surveys. The use of such an approach enabled the researchers to
obtain the building’s attributes in order to estimate the total material stocks. The results
indicated that 290,000 metrics tons of building material would be consumed between 2006
and 2022, and 125 kilotons of waste would be subsequently generated. In another study,
Guoa et al. [20] endeavored to quantify and spatially allocate the material stock currently in
14 developing Chinese metropoles. The study used only the building’s existing GIS data to
find its attributes. Subsequently, the study estimated the buildings’ material intensity in the
study area by reviewing the existing literature. Upon combining the results, Guoa et al. [20]
estimated the total material stock. The results revealed that 7.9 Gigatons of building
material was stored in 3790 km2, with an average material density of 2.1 Megaton/km2

and 283 ton/capita. Analogously, Mastrucci et al. [25] developed an approach for the
characterization of the material stock and the LCA of end-of-life scenarios of buildings at
the urban scale by using the GIS for digital surface model and digital terrain model. The
methodology was put forward based on combining the GIS and digital elevation modeling
of the council on the city of Esch-sur-Alzette (Luxembourg). The results showed that
54% of the material was embedded in buildings constructed prior to 1949. Moreover, an
average reduction of 25.6% of abiotic depletion and 9.2% of global warming potential was
estimated based on two scenarios involving 50% and 70% recycling materials. Heeren and
Hellweg [27] also calculated the future material stock of Switzerland residential buildings
using an approach similar to Mastrucii et al. [25]. They used a GIS model for georeferencing
and combined it with a 3D model of the buildings to estimate the volumetric material stock.
Using six different scenarios, the result showed that by 2035 the total material inflow will
decrease by half while the outflow would double. While in 2055, the inflow and outflow
would become equal.

Factors influencing the growth of material stock have been analyzed by different
studies. For instance, Tao Zhang [28] aimed to find the material stock and its spatial and
temporal distribution in China between 1997 and 2016. The study analyzed the possible
increase of material stocks due to the changes that occurred in economic and population
factors. Using the government sources data, the study compiled the total material stock.
The results showed that the material stock increased more than 4.0 times during this time
and spatially decreased from the coastal areas to the inland. The results also suggest that
affluence is a major factor in increasing material stock. Similarly, Huang et al. [24] studied
the material stock accounting for 10 materials in 6 major cities in Beijing, Tianjin, and
Shanghai and probed the driving factors between 1978 and 2013. The study was conducted
by a logarithmic mean division index decomposition method. It showed that the material
stock growth was rapid during the 1980s, steady in the 1990s and again accelerated after
the 2000s. The reason for such a fluctuation lay with a decoupling phenomenon between
material stock and economy that was mostly caused by a decline in material intensity.

Regarding the infrastructure projects, Nguyen et al. [32] estimated the material stock
of Vietnamese roads between 2003 and 2013 using the bottom-up method. To this end,
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the study combined multiple data sources such as the federal and provincial government
highway departments, contractors, and the roads’ historical design in order to compute
the total material stock. The results showed that 40% of the domestic material stock
consumption was related to expanding and maintaining the material stock. Moreover,
the material stock was assessed to be in the range of 1321 million metric tons in 2003
to 2660 million metric tons in 2012. Although the application of such an approach may
increase the accuracy of calculations, it can be time-consuming since it involves massive
data collections. In another study, Wang et al. [46] used the bottom-up material stock
method to estimate the municipal water and sewage waste management system efficiency
between 1980 and 2050. A dynamic model using the inflow and outflow of materials
was first developed and further combined with the average material intensity to estimate
the material stock. The results were indicative of an increase in the annual water supply
capacity over the last 30 years from 11 to 100 km3, while the sewage capacity increased
from 1.1 to 50 km3. Furthermore, it was conclusively stated that the material stock might
increase more than double by 2050, which in turn requires 3.3 Gigatons (GT) of construction
materials containing 170 Megatons of Iron and Steel and 400 Megatons of cement.

The development of a road network on GIS can be a promising measure toward
an accurate estimation of material stock of roads due to its capacity to capture real-life
scenarios. For instance, Guo et al. [14] attempted to estimate the material stock of roads
in Beijing. The study was conducted by making an integrated model that covered all
types of roads, intersections, and ancillary facilities using the GIS. GIS was employed to
avoid the issue of double-counting. The results showed that the total stock of roads was
159 million tons, of which 80% was stored in roads while 20% in ancillary facilities. It
was also shown that Macadam was the largest stock with 111 million tons. In another
study, Guo et al. [36] developed a more comprehensive model by using sensitivity analysis.
They also included the inflows and outflows of material aiming to build a highway based
on material metabolism (flows of construction material spatially over time). The results
showed that the total material stock in the entire highway system was 1933.57 Megatons in
2013, where stones, fly ash, lime, cement, mineral powder, and asphalt comprised 99.8% of
the stocks. Similarly, Miatto et al. [16] assessed long-term inflows, outflows, and materials
accumulated in roads of the United States. The study utilized a bottom-up stock-driven
model that included the inflow and outflow of US road construction material between 1905
and 2015. By using the road code literature, the study estimated the periodic refurbishment
time and material dynamics. The results indicated that the current material stock of the
road network was 15.1 billion tonnes, growing 21 times since 1905. In the 20th century,
the material requirements of road construction in the overall economy declined from 35%
to 15%.

Top-Down Methodology

The top-down method has been employed for the material stock calculation of the
greater regions, where statistical data is usually used to estimate the material stock. This
paper found that the top-down method has been used most for calculating the material
stock of buildings. The application of this method requires having an accurate material
intensity of the building under study. The material intensity coefficient depicts the average
construction material in weight per length, area, or volume of the building [49]. Material
intensity explains how much construction material such as concrete, steel, and glass is
used in a particular type of project constructed in a period. Different techniques and
methodologies have been used aiming to estimate the construction material stock via the
top-down methodology (Table 3).
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Table 3. Methodology for top-down calculation.

Author Aim of the Study Research Approach Tools Applied

Tanikawa et al. [7]
Mapping the construction
materials in Japan from 1940 to
today on GIS.

Using the existing literature to find total
material stock and material intensity. GIS

Han and Xiang [31] Finding the material stock
disparity in 31 provinces of China.

Combining the existing literature of
estimated material stock of the subregions in
the research area.

Thiel Index

Condeixa et al. [41]

Present the material flow analysis
of the material in use and
construction and demolition
waste of the residential buildings
in Rio de Janerio, Brazil.

Using the existing literature of the material
intensity for different types of buildings
constructed in different times.

None

Ortlepp et al. [35]
Quantify the material stock of
nondomestic buildings
in Germany.

Categorizing non-residential buildings into
different types. Then, estimating the material
intensity and average floor area to estimate
the total material stock.

None

Schebek et al. [42]
Quantify the material stock of
non-residential buildings in the
Rhine-Main area in Germany.

Categorizing the non-residential buildings
into different types based upon use and the
year constructed. Then, by using the average
material intensity and floor area of each type
to estimate total material stock.

GIS

Bergsdal et al. [40]

To estimate the use of
Polychlorinated biphenyls
applications in buildings in
Norway between 1950 and 1980.

Estimated the amount by using the average
material intensity of the plastic in building
found from the literature and multiplying it
with the total material stock.

None

Tanikawa et al. [18]

To estimate the loss of material
stock in Japanese buildings and
roads due to the 9.0 earthquake
and tsunami that struck eastern
Japan on 11 March 2011.

Comparing the images of different periods to
estimate the material volume and using the
literature to find the material intensity.

GIS

Miatto et al. [9]
Calculate the total material stock
and demolition waste flow for
Padua for the period 1902–2007.

Georeferencing photos of different times on
GIS to find the material volume and
reviewing the literature to find the
material intensity.

GIS

Chen et al. [21]

Present an analytical method for
urban building metabolism by
using four-dimensional
Geographical Information
Systems (4d-GIS).

Georeferencing the CAD drawings and aerial
images to find the total construction area.
Then, combining it with average material
intensity found from the literature to
estimate the total material stock.

GIS

Kleemann et al. [33]

Analyze the material stock of
buildings and their spatial
distribution of Vienna at the
city level.

Combining the existing GIS data of buildings
to find the material volume of Vienna. Then,
multiplying it with the average material
intensity found from the literature to find the
total material stock.

GIS

Mesta et al. [38]

To analyze the material stock (MS)
in buildings and its spatial
distribution of the city of Chiclayo
in Peru.

Using land census data to find the number of
dwellings and their area to estimate the total
material volume. Similarly, the material
intensity was calculated from the drawings
and expert opinion.

GIS

Han et al. [39] Integrate material flow analysis
with the GIS of Shanghai.

Government sources were used to gather
data both for buildings and roads. For
buildings, data such as the number of
dwellings, their area and material intensity
were collected. Similarly, for roads, their age,
width, and length were collected.

GIS

Gontia et al. [22]
To estimate the material stock of
the Gothenburg, Sweden using a
cluster model.

The material intensity was assumed by
analyzing areas similar to the research area.
Then, the total material stock was estimated
by multiplying it by the total area.

None

Wiedenhofer et al. [43]

To model material stocks and
flows for non-metallic minerals in
residential buildings, roads, and
railways in the EU25, from 2004
to 2009.

The study used the standard design of roads
and railway stations of the European Union
to find the material intensity. Then, by
calculating the total volume, the total
material stock was estimated.

None
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The top-down method was mostly used to estimate material stock at a large scale,
e.g., at the scale of a country. For example, Tanikawa et al. [7] carried out a study to map
the construction materials in Japan from the 1940s until 2010 using GIS. The study used
the top-down methodology by reviewing the previous research to find the total building
area constructed. Afterward, material stock for the whole country of Japan was estimated
using the average material intensity. The result showed that cement, aggregate, and asphalt
were the major stocked material and comprised 95% of stocked materials. Overall, the
study found that the material stock had increased from 3.1 billion tons to 16.5 billion tons
between 1965 and 2010. In another study, Han and Xiang [31] investigated the material
stock disparity in 31 provinces of China. The study estimated the stock of ten types of
material stored in residential buildings, roads, railways, and water pipes between 1978 and
2008. The results showed that the total material stock increased to 42.5 billion in 2008, with
per capita material stock increasing nine times. It was also shown that the material stock
had spatially decreased from the coastline to inland areas.

This paper also found that the top-down method has also been applied for the cal-
culation of material stock at the regional scale. The use of this method at the regional
level requires the material intensity to be more detailed compared to the country-level
application. Condeixa et al. [41] analyzed the flow of materials at use phase, construction,
and demolition waste of the residential buildings in the city of Rio de Janerio in Brazil.
They applied a top-down methodology to estimate the material stock by using the material
intensities of different types of buildings constructed during different times of the year. The
results suggested that the material stock of residential buildings in 2010 was 78,828,770 tons,
with the material intensity between 2.58–0.74 t/m2. Ortlepp et al. [35] also quantified the
material stock of nondomestic buildings in Germany. The study categorized the non-
residential buildings into different types and calculated the average material intensity for
each building type. The study estimated the total material stock by combining the average
floor area for each building type and material intensity. The results showed that the total
material stock of non-residential buildings in Germany was 6.8 billion tons constituting
44% of the entire building stock. Likewise, Schebek et al. [42] quantified the material stock
of non-residential buildings in the Rhine-Main area in Germany. The study categorized the
non-residential buildings into different types of use and age constructed, using the average
material intensity found the total material stock using GIS. The results showed that the
total material stock of non-residential buildings was approximately 65 million m3.

Using the top-down methodology, Bergsdal et al. [40] estimated the Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) used in residential and non-residential buildings in Norway between
the 1950s and 1980s. The PCBs can be deleterious to the environment once released
and they can bioaccumulate in human and animal tissue [40]. The total amount of toxic
plastic was estimated by combining the material intensity with the building’s total material
stock. The results indicated that PCBs peaked around the 1980s then decreased as the
government banned the application of PCBs. It was discovered that the PCBs presence
was 156.2 and 231 tonnes in residential non-residential buildings, respectively. In another
study, Tanikawa et al. [18] calculated the loss of material stock in Japanese buildings and
roads due to the 9.0 earthquake and tsunami that struck eastern Japan in 2011. The
study was conducted by reviewing the images of damaged buildings and the average
material intensity from the literature. The total material stock lost was calculated by
comparing the images before and after the tsunami and analyzing them using GIS. Results
showed that the total material stock losses of buildings and roads were 31.8 and 2.1 million
tonnes, respectively.

Further, this paper realized that GIS had been employed to estimate the material
stock using the top-down method. GIS can be used to estimate the total building area,
as well as categorizing different building types based upon the type of construction and
year built. However, each building’s area individually, as in the case of the bottom-up
methodology in the study area, is not estimated; instead, statistical estimates based upon
the category of the building in the area of research are done. GIS is applied to georeference
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the aerial images of the study area. For instance, Miatto et al. [9], calculated the total
material stock and demolition waste flow for Padua, a medium-sized Italian city, for the
period 1902–2007. The study was conducted by using the photos of the different periods to
estimate the new construction by georeferencing it on GIS. Using the statistical data of the
average building life and buildings’ material intensity constructed, the study estimated
the total material stock. It was found that the stock of building materials increased from
134 to 209 tonnes per capita between 1902 and 2007. It was also reported that waste flows
accounted for 985 kg per capita in 2007 and were expected to rise to 1.9 tonnes per capita in
2030. Chen et al. [21] also presented an analytical method for urban building metabolism
by using four-dimensional Geographical Information Systems (4d-GIS). The study was
done by georeferencing the aerial images and CAD drawings on the GIS. The statistical
data provided by government sources was employed to estimate the total floor area and the
average material intensity. It was found that the material stock increased from 24,750 tons
in 1970 to 927,552 tons in 2013.

GIS is also used to estimate the material stock by combining the building data about lo-
cation, type, and year built gathered through different sources. Kleeman et al. [33] analyzed
the material stock of buildings and their spatial distribution at the city level of Vienna. The
study used the previous GIS data of individual buildings to calculate the material stock of
the region. They managed to obtain GIS data of the previous construction from government
sources. Afterward, the total material stock was estimated by combining the data with
the average material intensity. The results showed that the material stock of Vienna was
380 million metric tons (t), which equals 210 tons per capita (t/cap). Mesta et al. [38] also
analyzed the material stock in buildings and its spatial distribution of the city of Chiclayo in
Peru. The study used the government census data to find the number of dwellings and the
average floor area. Subsequently, the material intensity was found by using the drawings
and expert opinions. The results showed that the total material stock of buildings in 2007
was 24.4 million tons (Mt) or 47 tonnes per capita. Similarly, Han et al. [39] integrated
material flow analysis with the GIS map of Shanghai. The government sources were used
to gather data about the number of dwellings and average floor areas of buildings. The data
on the year built, length and width of roads, railways, and subways were also extracted
from governmental sources. The findings showed that the material stock increased from
83 million tons to 561 million tons from 1980 to 2010. It was further found that the waste
outputs were increased from 2 to 17 million tons during this time.

Gontia et al. [22] used the top-down methodology to calculate the infrastructure’s ma-
terial stock. The study aimed to estimate the material stock of Gothenburg, Sweden using a
cluster model. They developed an innovative approach to discovering material intensity at
the neighborhood level via analyzing the similarity between various regions found in dif-
ferent clusters. The study was then able to find the material stock of buildings, roads, and
pipelines of the entire city. The results suggested that the total material stock was 84 million
metric tons. In this regard, buildings accounted for 73% of the stock, while road trans-
ports and pipes were 26% and 1%, respectively. In another study, Wiedenhofer et al. [43]
modeled the stocks and flows of non-metallic minerals in residential buildings, roads, and
railways in the European Union from 2004 to 2009. The study employed the typology
of 72 buildings, four roads, and two railway types aiming to estimate the total material
stock in the European Union. The results showed that the per capita non-metallic minerals
stocks for roads were 128 tons, while it was 72 tons for residential buildings and 3 tons for
railways in 2009.

Demand Driven

The demand-driven methodology estimates the material stock by using socio-economic
indicators to model the demand for construction material. The methodology is used in the
research where the material stock is estimated based upon the assumption that the demand
of construction material is dependent upon economic, population, and social reasons in
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the society. Demand-driven has been a less commonly used method compared to others.
The summary of the demand-driven methodology is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Methodology for Demand-Driven Calculation.

Author Aim of the Study Research Approach Tools Applied

Fishman [44]
To find the material stock
accumulation and its speed
patterns of the world.

The existing literature on
material stock accumulation,
speed, and acceleration was
combined.

None

Fishman et al. [48] To model the national material
stock of Japan and the US.

Historical data of average floor
area and material intensity to
find the total material stock.

None

Fishman et al. [47]

To Investigates stock dynamics in
Japan about population and
economic drivers using panel
regression and IPAT analyses for
the past five decades.

Reviewing the literature of the
material stock and
socio-economic factors.

Panel regression and IPAT
analyses

Vásquez et al. [45]

Presented a demand-driven stock
modeling approach that
considered demographic aspects,
lifestyle-related issues, and
building-specific characteristics
for energy reduction strategies in
buildings.

Combining the review of the
region demographic aspects,
lifestyle-related issues, and
building-specific characteristics
to estimate total material stock.

Type-Cohort-Time

Yoshida et al. [34]

To make automatic detection of
anthropogenic disturbance of soil
and earth from excavation and
mining sites.

Using the data of the excavation
of the mine and combining it
with GIS and digital elevation
model.

GIS and DEM

In a comprehensive study, Fishman [44] endeavored to identify the material stock
accumulation and the speed of material stock accumulation around the world historically.
The study reviewed the literature and found material stock accumulation, speed, and
acceleration throughout 1950 to 2010 for forty different countries. The results suggest that
the growth of material stock follows four archetypal patterns. Almost 600 Gigatons were
accumulated from 1970 to 2010, of which more than half were added in the last 13 years. In
another study, however, Fishman [48], modeled the national material stock of Japan and
the US. The model used the historical data of average floor area and material intensity;
then, analyzed the reasons for the differences in the material stock. Results showed that
there exist different patterns of material stock accumulation around the world. Similarly,
between 1930 and 2005, the material stock per capita was higher for the US. However, both
countries almost reached a similar material stock per capita in 2005, i.e., 310 tons for Japan
and 375 tons for the US.

Fishman et al. [47] investigated stock dynamics in Japan in relation to population and
economic drivers using panel regression and IPAT (Impact = Population*Affluence*Technology)
analyses from the past five decades. The key characteristic changes in different regions with
the potential influence on material stock growth were critically reviewed to carry out the
research. The results suggested that economic growth, population growth, and migrations
caused material stock growth. Vasquez et al. [45] also presented a demand-driven stock
modeling approach that considered demographic aspects, lifestyle-related issues, and
building-specific characteristics for energy reduction strategies in buildings. The study was
conducted on dwelling stocks in Germany and the Czech Republic. The results showed that
the current regulations were sufficient to achieve the 20% energy efficiency goal by 2020
but not to reach the 2050 energy and GHG-emission goals. In contrast, Yoshida et al. [34]
proposed an automatic detection of the anthropogenic disturbance of soil and earth from
excavation and mining sites. They used GIS and digital elevation modeling to pinpoint
the location and amount of excavation in Japan as a case study. The results indicated that
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the ratio of unused extraction to used extraction may exceed 1:1 for construction minerals
in Japan. Additionally, the environmental effects of anthropogenic activity were more
significant than natural soil disturbance by several orders of magnitude.

3.2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Methods

This review has comprehensively analyzed the approaches of the selected studies
in terms of their chosen methodologies. Table 5 comparatively tabulates advantages and
disadvantages concerned with each method discussed before. Regarding the bottom-up
method, the use of this methodology minimizes the possibility for final results to be affected
by “sample error”, leading to the attainment of results with high accuracy. Sample error
refers to when the sample statistics differ from the statistics of the entire research area [50].
Nevertheless, the application of the bottom-up method can be time-consuming, particularly
for large-scale projects, since each material must be individually calculated. The top-down
methodology is deemed to be easier to use compared to the bottom-up methodology. The
data regarding material intensity and total floor area can be readily accessible from local
government sources. However, this method has a lower accuracy while being susceptible
to sample error due to its dependency on average material intensity. On the other hand, the
demand-driven methodology is less time-consuming compared to the bottom-up and top-
down methodology. This method can be employed when the socio-economic impacts on
the material stock need to be analyzed. The drawback of the demand-driven methodology
pertains to its limited application when the scale of the area is smaller than the country.

Table 5. Advantages and disadvantages of the three methods.

Method Advantages Disadvantages Best Suited for References

Bottom-Up
Methodology

• High accuracy
• Not affected by

construction trends
outside the study area

• Knowledge intensive
• Time consuming
• Data intensive

Small area where
greater accuracy is
required.

Tanikawa et al. [7];
Brunner [4]; Stephan and

Athanassiadis [17]

Top-Down
Methodology

• Easy to perform
• Data easily accessible

• Less accuracy
compared to the
bottom-up method

• Affected by
construction trends
outside the study
boundary

Large areas Barles [51]; Han et al. [39]

Demand-Driven
Methodology

• Quick to perform
• Socio-economic

reasons for the
material stock could
be analyzed

• Least accuracy
• It could not be

performed in small
scale areas

Compare large
areas to find the
reasons for the
change in material
stock

Vasquez et al. [45];
Fishman et al. [47]

3.2.4. Related Research Based on the Material Stock Method

Researchers use the material stock of a study area as data to conduct further research
such as estimating its future construction demolition waste, buildings’ environmental
impacts, and urban analysis. For instance, Surahman et al. [8] used the material stock
dynamics data to predict the future demolition waste. The future waste demolition could
be estimated using the average lifecycle of different construction materials and combining
them with the material stock dynamics. Similarly, Miatto et al. [9] researched to estimate
the waste demolition potential. Using the material stock’s GIS model and integrating it
with the average demolition period estimated through the regression model, the waste
demolition could be estimated.

Similar to waste generation, the overall environmental impact has also been researched
thoroughly. For example, Mastrucci et al. [25] developed a framework to characterize the
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building stock and quantify the potential environmental impact at the end of the life
cycle assessment to support the waste management decisions. Similarly, Stephan and
Athanassiadis [17] calculated the embodied energy of the material stock. A region’s total
embodied energy was estimated by calculating the total material stock and embodied
energy of an individual material used in construction. Hong et al. [23] also conducted
similar research, the author investigated the material stock’s future material and energy
requirements. The research estimated the future growth and retrofits in the residential and
commercial buildings. Based on the average material intensity and material energy, the
research estimated future material energy requirements. In another study, Vásquez, [45]
used a similar technique; however, the author proposed reducing energy consumed in
constructing the building.

The material stock dynamics methodology was employed in the study conducted by
Tanikawa et al. [18] to estimate the material loss due to the tsunami and earthquake in
Japan. Before and after images of the tsunami were taken for analysis. It was an innovative
technique to use the material stock for damage assessment. Similarly, Wang et al. [46] used
the material stock method to analyze the sewage system’s underutilization and inefficiency.
The study proved that material stock could help to compare sewage systems between
different regions and proved which one is more efficient.

Urban planners need to know about the material stock density and per capita material
stock since both indicators represent the behavior of the urban metropolis. Guoa et al. [20]
found the material density and per capita material stock of different cities in eastern
China. Then using the results, the authors made suggestions for the urban planners. It
is also essential to know about the future material stock demands for policy purposes
as it would ensure the availability of essential raw materials. Contrastingly, Han and
Xiang [31] used the material stock’s spatial and temporal results to show China’s regional
disparity. The study demonstrated that the material stock could also be used as an indicator
of regional disparity apart from economic indicators as it shows the consumption of
construction material.

It is essential to know about the future material stock requirements so that the urban
planners could plan accordingly. For instance, Fishman [44] analyzed the historically found
material stock accumulation, speed, and acceleration over the period for different countries
worldwide and then predicted future material stock requirements using different case
scenarios. Another study Fishman [48], predicted the US and Japan’s future material stock
requirements using the historical material stock data and comparing them to predict the
future based on similarities and differences. Similarly, Fishman et al. [47], in another study,
demonstrated the relation of material stock with economic and population growth. The
study concluded that the increased demand follows economic and population growth.

Similar to previous research on estimating the future material stock Heeren and Hell-
weg [27] predicted the future material stock using the probabilistic method by making
different scenarios. In the same way, Huang et al. [24] conducted similar research by
studying the patterns and changes in the material stock from 1978–2013. The study demon-
strated periods of rapid growth and acceleration and the social and economic reasons for it.
However, Stephan and Athanassiadis [30] specifically developed a framework to estimate
future material stock consumption and spatially distribute it.

4. Discussion
4.1. Procedure to Calculate Material Stock

The accurate estimation of construction material stock is essential to assure achieving
reliable results. However, the quality and availability of data vary significantly among
countries, making it almost impossible to define a standard procedure [2]. Correspondingly,
this paper intends to put forward comprehensive guidance for the appropriate selection of
methodology and recommend data input requirements to calculate material stock calcula-
tion. The construction material cadaster is made from different types of material, resources,
and resources. The proposed framework is developed based upon the amalgamation of
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the analyzed studies’ approaches towards material estimation (Figure 8). This framework
removes the ambiguity on how to estimate the material stock and what are the available
resources in finding the data.
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4.1.1. Selecting the Region

The first step in estimating the material stock is to select the project area. The area
selected should be based on the research aims and objectives. For example, to estimate
future waste generation using the building material stock, the project area selected should
have buildings that have completed their lifespan. However, if the research objective is to
estimate future material stock requirements, the project area should be developing steadily.
Similarly, the necessary data should be available. For instance, in bottom-up methodol-
ogy, extensive details such as construction drawings, materials used, and methodologies
adopted should be known. However, in the case of top-down methodology, extensive
statistical data of the projects similar to the project area should be available. Similarly, for
demand-driven methodology, socio-economic data should be available.

4.1.2. Selecting the Methodology

The choice of the methodology depends on the size of the project area, data availability,
and accuracy of the results required [7]. As discussed before, the top-down method is
suitable for calculating material stocks on a large scale. However, for small project areas,
the bottom-up methodology is preferred. Similarly, for a vast project area, both top-down
and demand-driven methodologies should be considered. However, the methods are
flexible and could vary based upon the data availability and time constraints. For instance,
if details of the building projects are available in a GIS file of every building in the city,
it could estimate the total material stock using the bottom-up methodology [36]. Table 6
shows the suggested methodology based upon the size of the study area.

Table 6. Method Suggested based on Study Area.

Study Area Method Suggested

Neighbourhood level Bottom-Up
City Level Bottom-Up/Top-Down

Region Level Top-Down
Country Level Top-Down/Demand-Driven

4.1.3. Finding the Land Usage Data

Finding the land usage data depends on the study area’s circumstances, both primary
sources and secondary sources to gather data. The primary sources include project draw-
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ings, technical specifications, and contract documents [8,18]. The secondary sources include
government sources, existing GIS files, or other primary research documents [17,33].

The land usage data that needs to be gathered are the type of construction project,
such as a residential or non-residential building. Similarly, the floor area of the project must
be reviewed. The details depend upon the type of methodology selected. For instance,
more details are required in bottom-up methodology, while statistical analysis is required
in top-down methodology. The other data that is required is the construction and the
material intensity data. Similarly, the other data required depends upon the objectives of
the study. For instance, if future construction waste and demolition generation need to be
studied, the expected demolition time of the project needs to be reviewed. Table 7 shows
how the relevant data should be gathered based upon the literature reviewed above.

Table 7. Suggested Method to Gather the Land Data.

Methodology Project
Classification Floor Area Date of

Construction Material Intensity Demolition Date

Bottom-Up

• Government
data

• Building
construction
drawing

• Building
drawings

• Building GIS
file

• Government
source

• Contract
document

• Technical
specifications

• Construction
drawings

• Government
data

Top Down

• Government
census data

• Existing GIS
data

• Images

• Government
census data

• Existing GIS
data

• Google map
for area and
height

• Government
census data

• Existing
literature

• Calculate
using sample

• By researching
the existing
literature on
the average
demolition
period.

Demand-Driven Reviewing the historical socio-economic and material stock data.

4.1.4. Quantifying the Material Stock

Material stock could be estimated by combining the total volume of construction ma-
terial of different projects with the material intensity. The calculation could be done
either manually or with the help of software. For example, Nguyen et al. [32] and
Surahman et al. [8] used manual techniques to estimate the study’s material stock. Simi-
larly, an existing GIS file could be used to estimate the overall material stock. As Tanikawa
(2010) [37] and Wang et al. [46] calculated the material stock using the existing GIS data.

After calculating the material stock, it could be helpful to spatially distribute the
results by georeferencing, for which GIS is a useful tool. For instance, Mesta et al. [38] and
Miatto et al. [9] spatially distributed their results with the help of GIS. Similarly, temporal
distribution explaining the time for material stock changes could also be explained with the
help of GIS. For instance, Condeixa et al. [41] and Tanikawa [37] used the temporal feature
to explain how the urban areas have witnessed changes in material stocks over time.

4.1.5. Using the Material Stock Data

The material stock estimated could be further used as data to conduct further research,
such as waste management. For instance, Surahman et al. [8] and Miatto et al. [9] estimated
the future construction waste generation in the study area. Similarly, the environmental
impact of building such as material stock was also estimated by Stephan and Athanas-
siadis [17], and Mastrucci et al. [25]. Finding the environmental impact helps to create a
sustainable construction.

Material stock could also be used as data to estimate the material stock density, mate-
rial stock per capita or future material stock demand. Such research helps urban planners
to ensure that urban spaces are managed appropriately. For instance, Guoa et al. [20] esti-
mated the construction material density and per capita material stock of different cities in
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China. It guides the urban planners on where to invest in infrastructure. Similarly, Heeren
and Hellweg [27] predicted the future material stock. Knowing the future growth of ma-
terial stock encourages making policies that ensure sustainable and adequate resources.
By analyzing the future demolition and material stock requirements, appropriate policies
could be made to recycle and reuse the material.

4.2. Future Directions for Research

Based on the review conducted, this study highlights potential directions for
future research.

• Diverse study areas: Based upon the articles reviewed, the study found that most of
the studies were performed in certain countries such as China, Japan, and Europe.
Considering the significant contribution of the construction industry in developing
countries, the contribution from these countries is insignificant. Research in material
stock from developing countries would ensure that the material intensity of different
regions could be compared based upon economic and population numbers. Also, the
research could be done on how much material stock is necessary to sustain economic
growth in developing countries. Similarly, differences in waste generation and energy
consumptions could also be investigated between different regions in the world.

• Simulation tools: There remains a need for investment in developing simulation
tools that can proceed with data available from Google Earth. Such tools would
be readily available and would reduce the extensive work of estimating material
stock. Developing such tools would further encourage research in areas where such
extensive research data is not available, as in most developing countries. Similarly,
as discussed in the study, few studies research both buildings and infrastructure
as it is data intensive. However, it is necessary to understand urban areas better.
Therefore, appropriate software tools and databases should be researched in which
both buildings and infrastructure could be researched simultaneously without making
it complicated. It would help the researchers to compare different urban centers to
understand the similarities and differences in material stock consumption.

• Integrating material passports: Research should also be done on incorporating the
building’s material passports into estimating the material stock of the regions. The
material passport is a set of data that describes the characteristics of the material in
products that give them value for recovery and reuse [52]. Therefore, the total material
stock can be estimated by combining the data from the material passports. Moreover,
the material passport could be used to calculate future waste and pollution generated.
Such research would further enhance the prospects of research in the construction
material circular economy.

• Infrastructure material stock: Material stock estimation of the allied infrastructure
has not been researched thoroughly. For instance, based upon the articles reviewed
only Wang et al. [15] estimated the material stock of the sewage pipes. However, other
allied infrastructures such as walkways need to be researched further. Similarly, the
top-down method for estimation of the road material stock has only been done by
Gontia et al. [22]. Thus, there remains a gap to further research road material stock
using the top-down methodology as the cross-section of the same type of roads is
similar, ensuring that the material intensity is more accurately measured.

• Uncertainty in models: Material stock is estimated by making models of the research
area. However, there remains a question on the accuracy of material intensity. In
building construction, the material intensity of structural elements could be accurately
estimated as they follow the industry trends. However, the finished items depend
upon user choice increasing its uncertainty [17]. Therefore, there is a need to research
into improving models that would have higher accuracy for the building finishes.
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5. Conclusions

The material stock is estimated using bottom-up, top-down, and demand-driven
methods. Selecting the correct methodology and applying it accurately is a crucial step
in material stock estimation. However, the current body of knowledge is fragmented.
This paper systematically reviewed and compared bottom-up, top-down, and demand-
driven methodologies used in the material stock calculation. Then, it reviewed how further
research such as construction waste management and urban management could be done
by using the material stock as data. Afterward, guidance was provided on estimating the
material stock for future research by providing a list of the data required, their common
sources, and the step-by-step process. Lastly, research gaps in the field of material stock
were provided.

Based upon the articles reviewed, it could be concluded that the methodologies have
been applied innovatively. The bottom-up methodology is the most used method for
research as compared to top-down and demand-driven methods. Also, buildings are more
researched than the infrastructure. GIS has been extensively used to estimate the material
stock accurately to geo-reference the projects. Similarly, GIS has also been used to spatially
distribute the results over a certain period. The guidance provided in this paper would
help the researchers in selecting the correct methodology and adopting the correct process.

The review shows that the research has been limited to certain countries. Furthermore,
there is a need to improve the statistical calculation for the top-down methodology’s
material intensity and floor area. Also, the estimation process needs to be simplified by
using simulation tools so that research could be conducted in areas where extensive data
is not available. Further research should be done on comparing the results of different
countries and investigating their relationship with the economy and population.

This paper would help in creating a circular economy in the construction industry as
estimating the material cadaster is an essential step to know the quantity of material that
could be recycled. The limitation of this paper is that it has reviewed only peer-reviewed
articles published in English. Adding conference papers about material stock could further
enhance the understanding of the methodologies.
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